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STAGING INNOVATION
FROM TOP TO BOTTOM.

The NEW V
 enue Maker Pro™ Stage* (VMP) includes
features no one else o
 ffers: Top-deck leveling,V-shape
frame design for easy under stage access, and the
smallest storage footprint of any stage in its class.
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Active Storage

Multiple Heights & Lengths

Intuitive Setup

Step-Through Design

Compact Storage

Top Deck Leveling

Store and transport the decks
directly on the stage frame to save
time setting up and taking down.
Simply lift the from the adjacent
frame and slide them on top of
the frame you would like to keep
unfolded. Stack five decks onto one
frame to save the most space.

Configure your stage in a multitude
of layouts and heights with ease.
Adjust the height and level the stage
in 3 steps: set main height using
frame posts; course a
 djustment
leveling using glides; and fine
adjustment from the top deck.

All pin connectors, decks, and
frames are the same and require no
instruction to operate. Storage and
setup direction is streamlined when
there are no loose parts or tools
required. No need to store extra pin
connectors or spare parts.

V-shape frame allows for storage
and easy access underneath the
stage deck while in use. Run cords
through the middle of the frame and
easily get from one side to the other
without dodging posts or stepping
over large beams.

The smallest storage footprint of
any stage in its class. Roll by hand or
use a forklift to move into and out
of use. Use many storage options
to create a configuration that best
fits your space. Use stacking trays
to stack frames three high to utilize
vertical space.

Fine tune the level plane from above
the deck surface with this option
exclusively from SICO®. Greatly
reduce set-up and leveling time
so you can get your next event
rolling with ease and within a tight
timeframe.
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3X SIZES

Top Deck Leveling

Pin Connector
Industrial Grade Steel

Adjustable Height

Transport Lock

(1.22m x 2.44m)

FOLD

&
ROLL

Gate Lock

Step-Through Design

Caster Lift Mechanism
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4’x8’

Adjustable Glide

Serial Number
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8’x8’

(2.44m x 2.44m)

12’x8’

(3.66m x 2.44m)

CONTACT
ME.

SICO Incorporated Global Headquarters
SICO America Inc.
Tel: 1 800 328 6138
Email: sales@sicoinc.com

SICO Japan Inc.
Tel: [81] (3) 3288-0145
Email: info@sico-japan.com

SICO Asia PTE LTD
Tel: [65] 6500 0800
Email: sales@sicoasia.com

SICO Middle East DMCC
Tel: [971] 4 422 8259
Email: sales@sico-me.com

SICO Europe Limited
Tel: +44(0)1303 234000
Email: sales@sico-europe.com

Follow us on

SICO South Pacific Limited
Tel: [61] (2) 4336 1333
Email: sales@sicosp.com.au
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